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‘Proper Preparation Prevents
Piddling Performance’
As part of our SPHE methodology assessment in
PME year 1, we had to conduct a lesson for our fellow
colleagues. Initially we found the task very daunting
but the outcome of this experience was very
beneficial. We began by choosing the topic
‘Relationships in my Life’ and then discussed a wide
range of methodologies and creative ideas to create
an interactive and worthwhile experience for our
class group. We combined many ideas and teaching
strategies that we were already using in placement
and we found this particularly helpful when forming
the lesson plan. We found planning the lesson time
consuming but we were aware of the importance of
detail and communication when preparing for teamteaching. Sharing and discussing our teaching and
learning ideas and strategies helped us with our own
teaching practice and opened our eyes to endless
possibilities !
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Team Teaching for Colleagues
Team teaching for colleagues was a completely
different experience from what we were used to
in placement. We were worried about how the
lesson would be shared and whether the
transition from one teacher to the other would
be smooth or bumpy. After we planned the
lesson and decided on activities for the class, we
discussed the flow of the lesson and how we
should share the learning outcomes and
activities throughout. The lesson was divided
fairly and it allowed one teacher to present the
learning objective while the other teacher set up
the following activity. Having an extra pair of
eyes, hands and ears was a great experience as it
was possible to discuss activity work with all
pairs and groups during tasks and to ensure all
colleagues were acknowledged throughout the
lesson. Sufficient planning really was key to the
success of our team teaching experience.

Two heads are
better than one….
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“Together We
Achieve More”

